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INTRODUCTION

ABOUT
The BlockCo Labs Elevate NFT DAO is a platform for creators to launch
high-quality NFT projects.
The platform provides the following benefits to creators:
●

End-to-end toolset that creates feature-rich Dynamic NFTs without
any programming, with an API available for advanced users.

●

Platform-wide applications (e.g. mini-games) that provide instant
utilities for all NFTs minted on our platform.

●

Customizable consumer web portal for effective NFT launches
following industry best practices.

●

Multi-chain support, starting with EVM-compatible blockchains
and soon expanding to Solana and other major blockchains.

●

Collaboration tools that allow multiple creators to work together on
the same NFT collection.

●

Supportive community of NFT buyers, enthusiasts, and domain
experts who can advocate for the NFTs built on our platform.

A QUOTE FROM OUR PARTNER
“The future of NFTs is composable and evolutionary! BlockCo Labs’ platform will empower
collaboration and greatly simplify the development of next-generation NFTs. Using
BlockCo Labs’ technologies, Spooky Fresh will save an extraordinary amount of time and
cost. Reducing these barriers of entry will provide exponential value to creative
communities.”
- Richard Best, CEO of Spooky Fresh

PLATFORM
USE CASES
Enabling Dynamic NFTs is at the
core of our platform. Here are
some sample use cases for
Dynamic NFTs:

EVOLVING ARTS:
Dynamic NFTs are composed of multiple layers. Each layer is
independently tradable. Each layer can also evolve asynchronously
based on time and events. This provides many different possibilities to
create innovative art pieces.

IN-GAME NFTS:
The many applications of Dynamic NFTs make blockchain games more fun.

COMPOSABILITY:
Games can sell accessory NFTs that combine with character NFTs to form
new NFTs. Players can experiment with different variations to find their
favorite combination, and trade away the accessories they don’t want.

UPGRADABILITY:
As players complete in-game missions, their NFTs can be upgraded to a
stronger version with new looks.

COLLECTIBLE MEMBERSHIP CARDS:
Dynamic NFTs can grant special privileges to fans such as private access to live
streams, merchandise discounts, etc. Fans can also earn points through
engagement, giving them extra privileges.

CREATOR JOURNEY
As an illustration, let’s consider the case of a creator who wants to publish
10,000 unique robot NFTs for their upcoming game. Through our creator web
portal, the creator goes through the following workflow:

01
Create a collection.
Dynamic NFTs are
organized into collections.

02

Invite collaborators to work on the collection together.

03
Define the NFT layers (e.g.
background, headgear,
eyes, weapon, etc).

04

Define the variations and rarity for each layer (e.g. different colors for
the background).

05

Specify media assets for
each variation. Dynamic
NFTs require multiple
media assets for each
variation. For example, a
sword as a weapon should
look different as a
standalone from when a
character is holding it.

06

Specify state transitions for each variation. Each state transition also
requires its own set of media assets. For example, a sword should have
a different look when it is upgraded.

07

Define automatic triggers for state transitions. For example, the creator
can specify that, during the winter months, the NFTs’ background
transitions to a snowy image.

08

Start the NFT launch process. Images are generated based on the
specified variations and their rarity levels. After generation, the
metadata and images are uploaded to IPFS. The smart contract is
then configured and deployed to the desired blockchain.

09

A mint page is
automatically generated.
The creator can continue
to control the drop
parameters through the
administrative console.

BUSINESS MODEL
3% of the NFTs launched on our platform
will go to the DAO. Half of this 3% will be
distributed directly to token holders as a
staking reward. The other half will
replenish the DAO treasury and
potentially be used for token buyback.
In addition, NFTs launched on our
platform must reserve a percentage of
their NFTs for private sales to the DAO’s
token holders.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS
Having a vibrant community is key to promoting NFT sales. To kickstart this
community, the DAO will run various programs to encourage our community to
support the NFTs built on our platform. Tokens are allocated for involvement in
these programs:

AIRDROPS:

Token airdrops to early buyers and holders of NFTs.

ACTION REWARDS:

Perform specific actions (e.g. buy an NFT from three different collections,
refer a friend to buy an NFT, etc) to earn tokens.

FORGE:

An application that allows NFTs from the same collection to mix and
match their layers to form brand new NFTs.

MINI-GAMES:
NFT owners can compete in mini-games to win tokens.

COMPETITIONS AND GRANTS:
NFT creators compete in different categories. Token holders can vote
for their favorite NFT projects. Winners get grants and their NFTs also
receive higher capabilities in the mini-games.
More programs will be announced as our community develops.

TOKENOMICS
ALLOCATION
The BlockCo Labs Elevate NFT DAO has an initial token supply of 100,000,000
tokens. New tokens can be issued only through a DAO vote. Revenue from NFT
launches can be used to buy back tokens, which can then be used to replenish
the treasury or burned. The initial supply has the following allocation:

TEAM (15%):
The team will have a lock-up period of 2 years, after which the tokens vest linearly
for a further 2 years.

ADVISORS (1%):
Advisors will have a lock-up period of 1 year, after which the tokens vest linearly
for another year.

INITIAL - OPERATIONS (12%):
These tokens will be sold to pay for any development, marketing, legal, and other
operational costs incurred by the DAO.

INITIAL - COMMUNITY (22%):
These tokens will be used to encourage participation in the community
involvement programs. They will also be available for supporting liquidity mining
programs.

TREASURY - OPERATIONS (15%):
These tokens will be initially locked, to be vested linearly over 4 years. The tokens
will be sold to pay for any development, marketing, legal, and other operational
costs incurred by the DAO.

TREASURY - COMMUNITY (35%):
These tokens will be initially locked, to be vested linearly over 4 years. These
tokens will be used to encourage participation in the community involvement
programs. They will also be available for supporting liquidity mining programs.

CIRCULATING SUPPLY
Over time, the DAO will be completely decentralized and the community will
hold most of the voting power. The following graph illustrates how the
circulating supply will change over time:

DAO GOVERNANCE AND ROADMAP
Q1 2022
1)

Token generation and the start of the BlockCo Labs Elevate NFT DAO.

2)

Release of the Dynamic NFT Launch Platform.

Q2 2022
1)

Release of the staking dashboard.

2)

Enhancements to the Dynamic NFT Launch Platform.

Q3 2022
1)

Start of DAO voting.

2)

Start of the community involvement programs with air drops and action
rewards.

Q4 2022
1)

Discussions on the 2023 DAO roadmap.

2)

Enhancements to the community involvement programs, including the
Forge application, platform-wide mini-games, and competitions.
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Founder & CEO

Andy has spent 18 of the 20 years he has worked in the Silicon Valley working in
startups. His passion has always been developing software from the ground up and
seeing the product impact people’s lives.
Andy was an early employee at iGware, a gaming and cloud startup sold for over
$300 million. He graduated from Stanford University with a Master’s degree in
Electrical Engineering.

JAYESH BHALLA
Software Lead

Jayesh's passion is learning new technologies, solving complex problems, and
exploring new products and startups. He enters the blockchain space out of his
interest in the creator economy and NFTs.
Jayesh is a full-stack developer with expertise in both Ethereum and Flow. He has
a Bachelor of Technology degree in Computer Science.
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Business Lead

Jose’s career started in the hospitality/resorts/gaming industry, where he spent
5+ years implementing large software solutions, managing finance, business and
product dev, and strategy for an international enterprise. While there, he built out
finance, sales, and marketing operations teams across Europe and Asia.
Jose received his M.B.A from the Olin Graduate School of Business at Babson
College.
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